Cahoots NI presents
The University of Wonder & Imagination
Thank you for joining us at The University of Wonder & Imagination! Here are some descriptions of
our University Professors and their classrooms that you may find helpful. We hope you enjoy the
show!
Chancellor Sharma’s Tour of the University
Kia Sharma takes us on a whistle stop tour of the University of Wonder & Imagination, starting
from behind the dark wooden desk of her oﬃce. She wears a bright orange traditional Indian
dress with gold cuﬀs and sparkling beading. She wears two gold rings and a pair of gold hoop
earrings, as well as a purple bindi on her forward, which matches her purple nail polish. We zoom
through bright white rooms with crystal chandeliers and huge, old works of art on the walls. She
walks up an ornate white staircase which leads from her oﬃce to the library. Thousands of books
line the walls and brown wooden shelves which match the wooden floor. Professor Sharma then
climbs a black spiral staircase which winds upwards to the second floor of the library, where she
says her goodbyes.

Professor Bamberg’s Oﬃce
A lavishly decorated room with patterned wallpaper and velvet curtains of cosy reds and purples.
A portrait of Professor Bamberg, smiling with his arms folded, hangs on the wall. A bookcase is
filled with dozens of flickering candles and black and white portraits of famous University pupils
from the past. Behind a secret wall covered in portraits lies 6 small wooden shelves, containing
100 white keycards to the rooms of the University.
The Professor wears a pale blue shirt and dark purple waistcoat with yellow buttons under a light
coloured jacket with a yellow pocket handkerchief. He wears round spectacles and and a mustard
yellow bow tie.

The Maths Department - Professor Carmo
A red brick classroom with a white board. Mathematical equations on white canvases line the
walls. The brown classroom door can just be seen on the right. To a left, a portrait of Professor
Carmo hangs on the wall. On the white board is a 4 x 4 grid of numbers, as well as some of
Professor Carmo’s mathematical calculations.
The Professor wears a white shirt under a dark coloured waistcoat and suit jacket.

The Science Department - Professor Hurst
This Professor takes us into outer space using digital magic! We see the outline of her house and
then her bedroom drawn in a chalky style in white on a black background. We can see her bed
and wardrobe, as we look out of a window to see a shooting star flying by. She sings a song
about her love for outer space as galaxies zoom by on screen, with bright stars of green and
orange. Fireworks burst onto the screen as she sings. The professor teaches as about the solar
system, the sun and the moon as pictures of them appear on the screen.
The Professor wears a striped blue and white boiler suit, belted over a bright pink T-Shirt, with a
pair of pink and purple galaxy print baseball boots. She has her sleeves rolled up and wears her
dark hair in a long braid.

The Art Department - Professor Hoﬀman
A grey brick classroom with lots of photographs and paintings hanging at funny angles. They
include portraits of the other Professors, the New York City skyline, a red steam train, playing
cards, planet Earth and more.
The Professor wears a red frilly shirt under a black waistcoat, with black trousers. He has a black
bowler hat with a red trim.

